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The VPH NoE
• VPH: framework for computational
representation of the human body as an
integrated, complex and dynamic system
• NoE: coordination of efforts, identification of
user needs, standards, ontologies, toolkit,
application, training, dissemination
• Community building and long-term
sustainability; get industry and academia into
the broader picture in the long term.
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Large-Scale MD
Reaching the Limits of Current Computing Power
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How can we simulate clay materials
on a large enough scale to capture
this “mesoscopic” motion of the
undulating clay sheets, while still
capturing all atomistic information?
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Answer: We use AHE to
federate international Grids in
the US, UK and Europe,
allowing us transparent access
to unprecedented resources
Same will apply for large multiscale models

Binding Affinity Calculator
A Grid distributed automated high throughput binding affinity
calculator for HIV-1 proteases with relevant drugs
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BAC Architecture

GENIUS project
Grid Enabled Neurosurgical Imaging using Simulation

The project aims to model large scale patient specific cerebral
blood flow in clinically relevant time frames
Objectives:
• To study cerebral blood flow using patient-specific image-based models.
• To provide insights into the cerebral blood flow & anomalies.
• To develop tools and policies by means of which users can better exploit
the ability to reserve and co-reserve HPC resources.
• To develop interfaces which permit users to easily deploy and monitor
simulations across multiple computational resources.
• To visualize and steer the results of distributed simulations in real time

The clinical work flow
Book computing resources in advance or have a
system by which simulations can be run urgently.
Shift imaging data around quickly over
high-bandwidth low-latency dedicated links.
Interactive simulations and real-time
visualisation for immediate feedback.
15-20 minute
turnaround

Beyond the batch job
Clinical computing requirements
• Typical computing scenario involves jobs submitted into a queue
– Submit -> Run -> Post-process

• This won’t work in a clinical scenario since correctness and timeliness
are important in clinical computing - late results are useless
Advance reservations
‘X’ Toolkit
Emergency computing
Grid middleware - the Application Hosting environment
Blood flow modelling, computational steering and
real-time in-situ visualisation
Distributed Computing
Lightpaths
• THE REQUIREMENT: To incorporate these methodologies into a
clinician’s day to day activities, rather than just providing such facilities
on an ad hoc basis.

Infrastructure
An example from the UCL GENIUS project

SPRUCE
Special PRiority and Urgent Computing Environment

• Applications with dynamic data and result
deadlines are being deployed
• Late results are useless
– Wildfire path prediction
– Storm/Flood prediction
– Patient specific medical treatment
• Some jobs need priority access “Right-of-Way
Token”

Application Hosting Environment
• Need to utilize resources from globally distributed
grids
– Administratively distinct
– Running different middleware stacks
• Wrestling with middleware can't be a limiting step for
scientists
• Need tools to hide complexity
of underlying grids
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General requirements
• Ability to co-reserve resources
• Launch emergency simulations
• Consistent interfaces for federated access
• Access to back end nodes: steering, visualisation
• Lightpath network connections
• Cross site simulations (MPIg)
• Support for software (ReG steering toolkit etc)

Infrastructure
Examples of working infrastructure which we can use now

• TeraGrid, NGS & HPCx are supporting advanced reservation
with HARC
• DEISA are evaluating HARC deployment on their systems
• Some TeraGrid sites support emergency jobs with SPRUCE
• Lightpath connection in place between Manchester and
Oxford NGS nodes, UCL has various links, along with NHNN
dedicated links to the UK and US at 1Gb/s.
• MPIg and RealityGrid steering deployed on NGS and
TeraGrid resources

Policy requirements
For any of this to actually work

• We need joined up resource allocation from EU
providers to EU projects
• A wide range of resources are required to support
VPH projects, from desktop workstations, to
EGEE clusters to DEISA HPC machines
• Seamless access mechanisms are required to
make these resources useful for clinicians

Data governance
In a research and clinical settings

• Patient records must be stored securely, and completely
anonymised if transferred to public resources
• Many hospitals have private networks and firewalls that make
automatic acquisition of data difficult
– But it is possible to deal with this through the correct channels

• Many different types of data dealt with by VPH researchers
mean there is no generic solution
• Different data protection (and retention) laws around the EU
complicate acquisition of data
• Overlap of policy and technology, how can we integrate
ethics, clinical policies and data governance into the
technology; what’s being done now?

Usability
In a research and clinical settings

• Clinicians and researchers shouldn’t have to wrestle
with the tools developed in VPH - they should be
accessed seamlessly
• Security is a concern, but we can’t expect clinicians to
obtain individual grid certificates etc.
• Suitable interfaces need to be developed with the right
level of abstraction for the targeted user group
• Our tools should encourage collaboration between
researchers and clinicians

Final remarks
• Earlier projects have focussed on the development of solutions
for particular scientific problems; NoE is looking to generalise
these
• Many different approaches to tackle the same problems; the
‘ToolKit’ really needs user feedback and real-world us
• Promotion of best practice and standards
• Data management is particularly important; Key challenges here
with ontologies and tools for managing language differences
• Support and ongoing development of collaborative
communication technologies is also key.
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Project aims
• Identify user needs, define standards,
ontologies and applications, and develop VPH
ToolKit
• VPH training activities and materials: MSc,
interdisciplinary study groups, focused journal
issues, textbook
• Research/news dissemination and international
networking
Project Coordinator: Catherine Gale (UCL)
Scientific Coordinators: Peter Coveney (UCL), Peter Kohl (Oxford)
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Project Structure

Vertical integration

WP2 - Exemplar Projects

WP1 - Management

WP4 INTEGRATION
AND TRAINING ACTIVIES

WP5 SPREADING
EXCELLENCE

Horizontal integration

WP3 - VPH ToolKit

WP3 EPs will kick off cross-talk between WP2 and WP3, acting as a
means of tailoring development of the VPH toolkit.
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